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Introduction
Telecommunications carriers are in double jeopardy when it comes 
to robocalls and spam calling. As enterprises, carriers rely heavily 
on outbound calling to connect with customers, but the decline 
in trust in calls due to robocalls and spam threatens this critical 
communication channel. At the same time, carriers have rolled 
out anti-robocall tools to protect consumers and be compliant 
with regulations, but that has also meant that legitimate calls have 
been incorrectly blocked or marked as scams. Thus, carriers are 
vulnerable to the negative effects of eroding customer trust in the 
outbound channel from both the consumers they are trying to reach 
and protect at the same time and from the businesses that rely on 
voice calls to connect with their own customers. 

To satisfy the demands of both consumers and enterprises, telecom 
companies need solutions that will help identify legitimate callers 
and block spam calls. Trusted call solutions that enable this, along 
with a refined strategy for contacting customers, will help carriers 
restore faith in the outbound calling channel and drive better 
business results for both themselves and the businesses that 
depend on them.

Neustar commissioned Forrester Consulting to evaluate 
telecommunications carriers’ role in the current state of outbound 
call experiences. Forrester conducted an online survey with 52 
business and technology decision makers responsible for outbound 
call experiences at US telecommunication carrier firms to explore 
this topic.

KEY FINDINGS

 › Telecom carriers see outbound calling as the most important 
channel for meeting customer service goals. Compared to 
other industries, a greater percentage of telecom carriers make 
1 million or more outbound calls per month. Telecom carriers are 
more likely to use the outbound call channel to deploy services for 
customers — making calls for installation and delivery at higher 
rates than other industries.

 › While trying to combat spam and robocalling for their 
customers, telecom carriers also face these same 
challenges. On average, only 19.7% of telecom carriers’ 
outbound calls are answered, and only 10.2% are answered by 
the right person. Seventy percent of telecom carrier decision 
makers say customers are not answering calls from unknown 
numbers because of fraud (55%), call spoofing (65%), and 
robocalls (45%). 

 › Failure to restore trust in outbound calling has devastating 
business consequences. Fifty-six percent of telecom carrier 
respondents say outbound call challenges have led to decreased 
customer satisfaction, and almost 30% say these challenges 
have resulted in lost customers. Almost 50% are seeing higher 
costs, and 37% are seeing decreased revenue as a result of 
outbound call challenges.
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Carriers And The Businesses They 
Serve Rely On Outbound Calling For 
Critical Customer Interactions
Telecom carriers serve both customers and businesses, and outbound 
calling plays a crucial role for both. Businesses depend on outbound 
calling enabled by voice services from carriers to connect with their 
customers for high-priority interactions, and carriers are just like the 
businesses they serve in this regard. In surveying 319 decision makers, 
including 52 at telecommunication carriers, we found that:

 › Digital is emerging, but carriers still depend heavily on outbound 
calling. While telecom carriers are prioritizing improving the digital 
customer experience at a higher rate than other industries and utilizing 
more digital channels than other industries, they still see outbound 
calling as the most important channel for customer service, just like the 
other industries we surveyed (see Figure 1). Carriers also make a higher 
volume of outbound calls: 40% of respondents at carriers say their 
companies make 1 million or more outbound calls per month, compared 
to just 21% in other industries.

 › Carriers use outbound calling to deliver services and high-priority 
customer interactions. Telecom carriers are more likely than other 
industries to use the outbound call channel to facilitate service for 
customers — making outbound calls for installation and delivery at 
higher rates than other industries. Just like other businesses though, 
the most prevalent use of outbound calling is for customer callbacks: 
high-priority customer interactions that are typically escalation points for 
complex issues or used to convey important and desired information.
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“Which of the following outbound channels are you 
currently using to connect with consumers?”
(Select all that apply)

Base: 319 business and technology decision makers responsible for outbound call experiences (52 telecom carriers)
*Base: Variable business and technology decision makers responsible for outbound call experiences at telecom carrier �rms
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Neustar, May 2019

“How important are each of these outbound channels 
to meeting your customer service goals?”* 
(Telecom carrier respondents only)

Email

Voice

SMS

Chat

85%

73%

43%

41%

Social channels
24%

54%

73%

65%

46%

29%

Messaging apps
16%

23%

Other industries Telecom carriers Critical Important Total

76%

88%

64%

59%

33%

41%

34% 42%

56% 32%

18% 46%

21% 38%

13%

20%

8%

33%



Carriers’ Dual Role Makes Them 
Especially Vulnerable To Customer 
Service Woes
As both a provider and user of outbound calling, telecom firms have 
been uniquely affected by the rise in robocalls and spam calling. The 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is pressing carriers to 
take aggressive action against robocalls through the implementation 
of call blocking services and mobile applications to fight spam calling. 
An unfortunate consequence of this is that legitimate business calls 
are being mislabeled as spam by these services and being blocked 
by accident. As a result, telecom carriers are fighting a customer trust 
war on two fronts — customers angry at them for not doing enough to 
protect them from robocalls and businesses whose calls are a casualty 
of spam tagging algorithms. Our survey shows that:

 › Telecom firms have been hit hard by a lack of customer trust. 
Like other industries reliant on outbound calling, telecom carriers 
acutely feel the effects of customers reluctance to pick up the 
phone. Decision makers at telecom carriers say only 19.7% of their 
outbound calls are answered. Seventy percent say customers are not 
answering calls from unknown numbers because of the risk of threats 
and annoyances, like fraud (55%), call spoofing (65%), and robocalls 
(45%). All of these threat percentages are higher than those of their 
peers in other industries.

 › Carriers face severe customer and financial blowback. Customers 
are not receiving calls they want to receive from businesses (carriers 
included) because they do not trust the unknown caller popping up on 
their phones. This makes them unhappy — as does the spam calling 
that has put them in this position in the first place. And businesses are 
among carriers’ customer base, meaning that having their legitimate 
calls blocked is another source of customer frustration. The target of 
all this customer dissatisfaction? Carriers themselves. 

As a result, over half (56%) of telecom respondents say that outbound 
call challenges have led to decreased customer satisfaction, which 
is 10 percentage points higher than for other industries (see Figure 
2). And almost 30% say that these challenges ultimately resulted 
in lost customers. Customer woes inevitably translate to financial 
losses, with almost half of firms seeing higher costs and 37% seeing 
decreased revenue as a result of their outbound call challenges.

CURRENT CALLING TECHNOLOGY CANNOT SOLVE CARRIERS’ 
OUTBOUND CHALLENGES

Carrier respondents surveyed admit that their current call center 
technologies are not up to the task of combatting spam and robocalls. 
Forty-two percent of decision makers say their technology is limited in its 
ability to fight call blocking, spoofing, and spam tagging. In addition, 35% 
say their current solutions display inaccurate call information for inbound 
and outbound calls, 35% lack up-to-date contact information, and over 
30% lack intelligence on when and how to best contact their customers. 

Figure 2

“How do the challenges you face in 
contacting customers over the 
voice channel impact your 
business?”

Base: 52 business and technology 
decision makers responsible for 
outbound call experiences at US telecom 
carriers
Source: A commissioned study 
conducted by Forrester Consulting on 
behalf of Neustar, May 2019

Decreased customer 
satisfaction56%

Loss of customers29%

Increased 
operational costs48%

Loss of customers37%
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Carriers Have A Responsibility And 
A Business Imperative To Improve 
Outbound Calling 
As carriers wage battle against robocalls and spam calling on two fronts, 
they must find solutions that satisfy both consumers and businesses. 
In addition, they must find solutions to help improve their own right-
party contact rate. Carriers can take the following actions to protect 
consumers and improve outbound call contact rates:

 › Deploy anti-robocall solutions with advanced analytics to 
prevent wrongful call blocking and adopt STIR/SHAKEN call 
authentication to combat caller ID spoofing. Carriers must protect 
both consumers and businesses with their anti-robocall technologies. 
This means including analytics to identify fraudulent calls via several 
data points and factors, like call frequency, historical trends, caller 
information, and other data. They must also deploy STIR/SHAKEN 
call authentication standards to authenticate caller identity, stop caller 
ID spoofing, and comply with emerging call authentication legislation. 

 › Invest in trusted call solutions to increase right-party contact 
rates. Trusted call solutions have capabilities to help businesses 
develop better outbound calling strategies, increasing the chances 
that customers will recognize them as a legitimate call and pick 
up. These capabilities include ensuring that reliable and accurate 
information is displayed on the outbound call, including company 
name and caller identity; providing intelligence on the best time of 
day and number to use based on prior behavior; and providing up-to-
date contact information and protection of company numbers from 
call blocking, spoofing, etc. Interest in a trusted call solution is high 
among telecom carriers, but current adoption is low: While 71% of 
decision makers are interested, just 35% say their companies are 
using one today (see Figure 3).
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Top capabilities desired in a trusted call 
solution for carriers:
(Ranked as top �ve)

No. 1 — Up-to-date and appended contact 
information (58%)

No. 2 — Intelligence to tell me the best day 
and time to reach out to my customers (52%)

No. 3 — Reliable and accurate caller name 
information displayed for inbound and 
outbound calls (52%)

No. 4 — Protection for my company numbers 
from call blocking, spoofing, and spam 
tagging (48%)

No. 5 — Proactive notifications of changes to 
identity and phone data (46%)

Figure 3

71% of carriers are interested in a solution that 
improves right-party contact rates…

...but just 35% have implemented a trusted call 
solution to date.

Base: 52 business and technology decision makers responsible for outbound call experiences at US telecom carriers
*Base: Variable business and technology decision makers responsible for outbound call experiences at telecom carrier �rms
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Neustar, May 2019

15% Not interested, no plan/don't know

19% Interested, but no plans

37% Planning to implement in the next 12 months

23% Piloting

6% Implemented/expanding



Key Recommendations
Forrester’s in-depth survey of telecom carriers about the current state 
of outbound calling yielded several important recommendations to help 
restore trust in the outbound call channel:

Capitalize on the personal nature of your outbound call experience. 
Customers expect highly effective, personal experiences along their 
journeys and across touchpoints and channels. Outbound calling 
experiences must deliver or exceed the same level of knowledge and 
trust about the caller as digital engagement channels offer.

Establish a baseline to measure your improvement. Reestablishing 
trust with your customers will take time, so it will be critical to track and 
monitor progress when implementing trusted calling solutions. Once 
you have established your outbound calling baseline, select customer 
and operations-related metrics to track to prove the value of your 
trusted calling solution.

Optimize your outbound channel strategy. Improve and enhance your 
outbound channel by investing in trusted call solutions that have up-to-
date contact information, intelligence on how and when to best contact 
customers, and features to protect your brand identity and reputation.

Protect customers by adopting anti-robocall measures. Carriers 
can protect their customers from spam and robocalls by rolling out 
solutions that use call analytics to determine calls likely to be fraudulent 
and warning consumers. Protecting customers from robocalls hinges on 
having accurate caller information to let customers know who is calling. 
Carriers should work together and share contact lists and information 
to ensure that caller ID displayed by their anti-robocall solutions are 
as accurate as possible. In addition, carriers must comply with new 
STIR/SHAKEN call authentication methods, which will also further help 
protect against call spoofing and robocalls. 
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Appendix A: Methodology 
In this study, Forrester conducted an online survey of 267 financial services, travel and hospitality, retail/
eCommerce, collections, and energy and utilities organizations, and 52 telecommunications carriers in the US 
to evaluate the current state of outbound calling and adoption of trusted call solutions. Survey participants 
included business and IT decision makers responsible for the outbound call experience at their organizations 
whose contact centers place 5,000 or more calls each month. The study was completed in May 2019.

Appendix B: Demographics
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Base: 319 business and technology decision makers
Note: Percentages may not total 100 because of rounding.
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Neustar, May 2019

100%
US

RESPONDENT ROLE

C-level 
executive

Final decision maker

Vice 
president

Director

8%

19%

1%

1%

2%

34%

Manager

39%

INDUSTRY

16%

16%

17%

17%

17%

18%

Energy, utilities, and/or 
waste management

Telecommunications 
services/carriers

Collections

Retail/eCommerce

Travel and hospitality

Financial services 
and/or insurance

DEPARTMENT

RESPONSIBILITY

16%

33%

50%

Other

Customer experience
Outbound call 

experience technology 
selection

Outbound call 
experience strategy

IT

34%
500 to 999 
employees

37%
1,000 to 4,999 

employees

18%
5,000 to 19,999 

employees

11%
20,000 or more 

employees

COMPANY SIZE

Part of a team

Not involved

Decision in�uencer

Knowledge, but not decision maker

30% 38% 19%

26% 43% 21%
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